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Comparatives & Superlatives Practice 

Fill in the blank correctly for each adjective in the sentence: 

1. The train is ___________ (fast) than the bus to Haifa in my opinion. 

2. He always asks the teacher the __________________ (smart) questions in class. 

3. I don't know why, but the American accent in Hebrew is the ____________ (funny) to me. 

4. The weather in New York is ______________ (cold) than in Jerusalem. 

5. Is the Trump Tower ________ (big) than the Empire State building? Which is the 

_________ (tall)? 

6. The food here is even __________________ (delicious) than at the other place. 

7. I like my coffee ________________ (sweet) in the morning than in the afternoon. 

8. She is the ______________________ (valuable) worker in the company these days. 

9. This Samsung phone is ______________ (new) than yours, I think. 

10. He thinks learning English is ________________________ (complicated) than learning 

Yiddish, but he says speaking Yiddish is much ________ (fun). 

11. Sometimes he goes to the park with his ____________ (old) brother Moshie. 

12. I really hate driving __________ (slow) than the speed limit on Route 4. 

13. My father is the __________________ (happy) on Purim after a bottle of wine. 

14. My sister-in-law is ________________ (young) than my brother by at least 4 years. 

15. After the Rosh HaYeshiva passed away, the yeshiva was a ____________ (sad) place. 

16. I hate working in Bene Brak because it is the ________________ (hard) place to find 

parking. 

17. The weather in Miami is not always ____________ (hot) than Ashdod in the summer. 

18. I also sometimes feel ______________ (full) after the Shabbos day meal than at the 

night meal. 

19. We believe it's ________________________ (important) to learn a little bit everyday 

than a lot at once a week. 

20. My mother isn't feeling well right now. She said she is feeling _________ (strong) now 

that she is out of the hospital. 

1. faster 2. smartest 3. funniest 4. colder 5. bigger, tallest 6. more delicious 7. Sweeter  

8. most valuable 9. newer 10. more complicated, more fun 11. older 12. slower 13. happiest 

14. younger 15. sadder 16. hardest 17. hotter 18. fuller 19. more important 20. stronger 


